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One Small Step for Legal Writing,
One Giant Leap for Legal
Education: Making the Case for
More Writing Opportunities in the
"Practice-Ready" Law School
Curriculum
b y Sherri Lee Keene'
An expert is a man who has made all the mistakes which can be
made in a narrow field. 1

• AMiaWil Praf--.r of Law and Aclioc lhNclor of LepJ WnUnc, Unn-enil)' of
Marylancll"rancio King Carey School of Law. Spelman CoDep (B.A., 1994); N- Yorlt
Univeraity School of Law (J .D., 1997). Special 1.1\onkt lo Carey vadua"" AleundOI'
Garnick, Maxwell Siege~ and Brendan C..t.igan, and atudent Shoun Cat.., whD greatly
usilled me with .....,arch and by reviewing dralll. Alao, thank you lo 11\l' Carey colleague•
(iocludin( fonnor Aaoociat.e Deana Mark Graber and Mi<MIIe Hamer, and ProCeooor
Ta~a Bankt), IDJ lfcal wrilinc eolle- (indudinc the facilitalott and partioipanta ol
tha Lop! Writ.inc Institute (LWI) Writers Worbhop), and Lou.11 Soria>, Vill.tnowa
Ullivon>l)r School ol Law Prof- ol Law and lhNclor of the LepJ Writ.inc Pntcram.
Special thaob aa well to Ruth Anrul Robbins, Camden'• Clinical Prof-rand Direclor of
LawJ"ll'inr Provama at Rul(ora Scbool of Law, for her good advice.
For tho t.iUo, the Author waa inapired by Noil Armatrong'a stat.ement on July 20, 1969,
from the aurface of the moon: "That'a one amal1 mp for III8D, one giant leop for mankind.•
Neil Armatronc, Apollo 11: Tllof1 OM Small Sttp frx (o) M011 , NASA, hltp<llwww
.~t.UmD'WTILyV.

L Niell Bohr (quoted in Marlt J. Fried.maD, A Btlk,_ SJuu AnoiVUOIJIY for 1M
Boll<kd Poro<laill V<nar R<li«ct..., 21 J. Es-nnmc & R8sr011Anlll! Dli'H'I1S'nlv 1, 1
(2009)).
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INTRODUCTION

While the practice of law is often equated with writing, many law
courses involve little or no writing during the semester, and often only
require writing in student assessment. While accredited law schools are
required to offer both first-year legal writing instruction and a rigorous
writing experience during the second or third year,• few law schools
infuse legal writing throughout a student's three years of law school
matriculation. While signilicant attention is given to the breadth oflaw
taught in law school, more attention must be given to the depth of this
knowledge and the application of this knowledge to discrete legal
problems. Legal writing, particularly writing in a practice context, is a
unique tool for learning about the law and building professional
competence. Through writing, law students engage themselves, and
often others, in discrete legal matters and are afforded an opportunity
for individual critique and instruction. As such, the process of legal
writing helps those new to the practice oflaw to further their knowledge
of law and enhance their development as legal professionals.
This Article is prompted by the recent debate in th.e legal community,
often played out in public forums, about the increasing demand from law
firms, other legal employers, and even clients, that recent Jaw graduates
be "practice-ready" when they complete law school.3 The cry for
practice-readiness can best be understood in the context of the present
legal market. In 2008, widespread economic changes prompted
reductions in client spending, which in turn led to significant cutbacks
at law firms and increased attorney unemployment and self-employment.' Since that time, the legal market has become extremely

2. ABA Section of Legal Educ. and Admissions to the Bar, 2012-2018 ABA St011dnrdt
and Rule• of Procedure ofApproool of Law Schools 19-20 (2012).
3. Sn, <.If., David Segal. What They Don't Teru:h Law Stulknts: Lawyerinlf, N.Y. TIMES,
Nov. 19, 2011, bttp:/lwww.nytimes.com/2011111120/busioesslal\er-law-scbool-associale&learn-to-be-lawyen.btml?,..l&pagewanled...U.
4. Some major law firma have found it necessary to let go of &ignilicant numbers of
attorneys or have bad to close their doon completel,y. See Dan Slater, Dewey & LdJaeuf
Neor CoUap1e-Are Other \Vhite Shoe Law Firm• in Peri11, DAILY B&AST MayS, 2012, 4:45
AM, http://www.thedailybeaslcomlarticles/2012/05103/dewey-lcboeuf-neON:ODapee_,....,l
her-wbite-shoe-law•flrma-io-peril.html (dioeuasiog what would aoon be the biggest law firm
coUapee io history~ Brent Smiley, !kwey & LdJaeuf Fills for Chop/or 11 Bonkruptey
Prote<tion, DAILY I'NTBWGENCER, nymac.comldailyfmtelligencer/2012105/dcwey-leboeuf·
liles-bankruptey-Cbapter-ll.btml (last visited Oct. 27, 2013) (announcing that the
iotemational law fum Dewey & LeBoeuf filed for Chapter 11 bankruptey protection on
May 28, 2012); B<e ol10 Karen Sloan, A Dismal Job Markel for Law Grads Got Buen Wor,.
for Cla88 of2011, NA'l"L L.J. (June 7, 2012), bttp://www.law.oom/jsplnlj/PubArticleNLJJs
p?id• l202558291685&.A...dismaljob_marketJorJaw_grads_got_even__woneJor_c!Asl_o(_
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demanding, with law graduates facing increased competition from both
peers and more experienced attorn.eys and law firms expecting more
&om new hires.' ln light of the current legal market, opportunities to
receive on-the-job legal training are dwindling. Many new attorneys
have found themselves hanging out a shingle or joining small law firms
with no formal training programs. Largo law firms have also cut back
oo attorney training after many law-firm clients i.n.sistoo that they will
not continue to underwrite new attorney development. Some clients
have even gono so far as to prohibit recent law school graduates from
working on thoir cases.• Sadly, many doubt that tho legal market will
recover anytime BOOn, and some observers predict that the very structure
of legal practice has been forever changed.'
ln response to this situation, the legal bar and some legal observers
have put increased pressure on law schools to put more emphasis on
teaching practical skills in order to better prepare law students for legal
practice. The current standard law scltool curriculum weighs heavily in
favor of teaching legal doctrine and theory, with significantly less
attention given to teaching prncticalskills and professionalism.• Recent
changes in the legal market and external demands have resulted in
much dialogue in the legal academy about the purpose and goals of legal
education and the balance between theory and practice in the law scltool

201 Lblreturn=201207301.33943 ("JNatiooal Aleociatioo for lAw Plac:omenL execulive
di~r Jiml Leipold attributed tho dedine of private practice jobs largelY 1o lar;a Jaw
firma curtailing new aaaociate hirinc. A larger percentage of gntduatea are finding jobs aL
smaller r........ ... .").
6. &c Joe Paluaolo, ,__, G,.,.U F- BnJ4J Jol> Alarid, WAU. Sr. J , Ju.ne 25, 2012,
10:18 AM. bttp:/1Golina.wej.com/arlldo(ab100014U0627~686045T74866234699581
42.blml.
6. S.., e.g., S.ral, oupra noteS ("J.Flor doc:adea, clieutt bavo enentially underwritten
lhe Lraininc of now lawyen . . . • But lhe downtum in the OCIOOOIQy, and lonc·runninc
elfortato ~ lopl
ha.. proa1pted more and""'"'
clienla to aeoda aimplo
lo law firma: Teach oew bireo oo your OWD dime.").
7. William D. Hendoroon & Rachel M. Zahoralcy, LowJoo Sl<!gruztionMa.y Hcwe Slcrl<d
lk{ortt the Rectlttioii-And It May 8t a Sign of Lolling Chango, A.B.A. J. CP06Led July 1,
2011, NO AM), hllp11www.~mal~asinelartido/paradicuLJhW ("The lecal
proe-. ia ~ a maooiYO atruc:lural ahifl,-.Qoe lheL will leave il dramatica!IJ
Lranafe>mM!d in the oomJnc ,.,an."); Claire Zillman, ,__, F'vm lAoduo Swwy 2010: Tloc
New Normol, AM. L.\W. (Dec. 1, 2010), bUp:/lwww.amerieanlawyer.com/PubArll<:leTAL,ja
p?id•l202475032294 ("ll\flany of the chango• implemented during lbo roc-ion . .. oro
here to otey .. ..").
8. S«, <.g., WI.LI.Willl SUWvAJ< 111' AI., EDUCATING !..\WYERS: P1tEI'AliATIOI< POll TW1
~OH or 1..\w:.SUMlwn' 8, at4 (2007), twoil<Jbk ot hUpAwww.carneciefoundation
.oq;/OJtealdefaulllf'tloo/Publicationalelibn.rJ_pdf_ 632. pdf[beroinallMCARNEGIESUMliARY!.
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curriculum.' Some law schools have significantly reformed their
curriculum in reaponse to recent economic changes, but most law schools
at this point have done little to change the status quo.10
It is no surprise that the recent debate has prompted only moderate
change. The aspiration of having law schools graduate students who are
fully prepared to practice law is ambitious and arguably impossible.
Indeed, this goal underestimates all that is required for a legal novice
to gain professional expertise, and the value of rnal-life, lngal practice
experiences. Moreover, it fails to take into account the broadth oflegal
jobs, the variety of challenges that lawyers encounter in modern legal
practice, and the scope of the skills that lawyers will need to confront
them successfully." While it is doubtful that full practie&-readiness
can be achieved in the law school setting, much remains that law schools
can do to better prepare their students for the responsibilities of legal
practice. Beyond the practice-ready debate lies a more fundamental
question that needs to be answered: What is the legal market now
demanding of law IICbool graduates, and how can we, as legal educators,
better prepare the next generation of lawyers to meet this demand?
Even more, given current economic realities including reduced postgraduate training opportunities, how do we ensure that law graduates
receive the guidance they need to become competent and ethical
attorneys who can effectively represent clients?
In this context, this Article discusses the key role that legal writing
can play in legal oducation. Contrary to the current "practice-ready"
debate in legal education, this Article focuses less on who is to train our
next generation oflawyers and more on how new attorneys can best be
prepared for modern legal practice. The question of how can best be
answered by taking a close look at how lawyers learn in practice. For
many new attorneys, legal writing assignments play a key role in their
professional development as the writing process itself provides an
opportunity for them to engage deeply in the study of aubstantive law
and procedure and to apply their knowledge to a clicot'alegal problem.

9. Toni M. Fino, Rt /l«lwn•on U.S. Law CurrieularRtform, 10 G!tRMAN L.J. 717, 717
(2009).

10. &me hlw ochoolo have made significant curricular chan&•• wllh lho 10al ofbeller
preparing law rroduot.. for pracl.ice. See, o.g, id. at 732-49 (d...,.ibl"' bow a nwnber of
law ochoolo have made
to lheir curricula, indudinc New York Univonity School
of Law, Nort.bwaotern Law School, Waahington and Lee Univeroity School ot Law, Yale
Law School, and Harvard Law ScbooD.

cbanc••

11. ROY S'nJcK>;v liT AL., BES'I' PRACnCES JIOR U!IGAL EDUCA,O>I: A VISION AND A
RoADMAP 8 ( 2007) (h<!Ninoll.er B&ST i'RACnCES) ("'""'conundrum that low ochoola r.... ia
that even tha woll-doai(ll"d pn>pam ot insb-IJctioo wiD not .,....,.,. otudmlo to
proYide a IUU ...,.. ot ~ ooniceo competently upon cnduatloo oft.or lhreo ye&R.").
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Moreover, while the transfer of knowledge from a legal expert to a legal
novice can be challenging to facilitate.'' work on dJ!ICl"ete projecta
provides a natural opportunity for meaningful conversation on specilic
legal issues. Lastly, writing assignments can provide new attorneys
with much-needed opportunities to apply their knowledge and test their
professional judgment, and to then receive feedback that will help them
to further develop their analytical skills and make adjustments to their
practice where nece881ll')'.
This Article discusses how legal educators can make better use oflegal
skills practice, specifically legal writing practice opportunities, to
expedite the professional development of those new to the practice of
law. While there has been significant discussion about expanding the
existing law school curriculum, •• consideration should also be given to
ways that law schools might improve upon current methods of teaching.
Part J will define what law firms" mean when they say that graduating law students should be more practice-ready, and consider whether
this is in fact a viable goal. Part II will define "good legal writing" 11
and explain what is required for a writer to achieve a high level of
proficiency. Part Ill will discuss bow legal writing practice helps lega.l
novices not only to improve their basic writing abilities, but also to
develop their professional expertise. Part IV asks legal educators to
rethink the role of meaningful practical legal writing opportunities with
expert guidance and critique as a tool for building practice competence.
It further urges law schools to take a fresh look at the role of legal
writing instruction in the law school curriculum, and to consider bow
they might make better use oflegal writing opportunities to bridge the
perceived gap between legal education and practice.
I.

WHAT D OES I T MEAN TO BE "PRACTICE-READY"?

In r ecent dialogue, tho term "practice-ready" has been used broadly to
describe the ability of law school graduates to meet the challenges that
lawyers face in practice (and therefore require less on-the-job training).

12. Ted Bedter & Racl>e1 Crookery-Roberlo, Avoidiltg Co'"'""" Probl<nu in Uoing
T<odtilllf Allitonk Hard w-to Loont«J from httr T-lti.ng no_,. and ICsp<JVn«, 13
LfXlA.t. \VamNG 269, 27S.77 (2007).
13. B.._, CAiu<EGm StnoowrY, oupn> DOte 8, aL 8-10.
14. In llua Article, the Aulbor ~ .,_ tho ~rm "'aw firms• to "'for primarily to
large law firm• bul undOJ'Itando that the oeotimont.l attributed to larJ• low fmna may
apply aa woll to other I~ employOJ'I.
15. In thio Arlide, the Author uoea the lenni "le,al wrilinl" and "pnldical lecal
wrilinl" to refer to 8IIJ' f01m of lepl writin( UNCI in o pnoc:tice cootaxl. 011ter forma of
1qaJ writin( oreiJ>"'ificall7 Mlont.ifoed (for osample, "lod>oW!y wrillnc"J.
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The scope of these challenges is uncertain, with some proponents of this
idea focusing narrowly on increased practical skills training, while some
opponents focusing more broadly on an attorney's ability to adapt to the
ever-changing demands of legal practice. Even where the focus is on
skill building, however, the specific skills that are required for client
representation in today's diverse legal practice are rarely identified and,
where they are, the list is understandably incomplete. 16 An effort to
compile a list of specific skills quickly reveals that it is an impossible
task to introduce law students to every skill they might need in practice.
Given the breadth and diversity oflegal jobs, we soon discover that legal
educators can no more meet this goal than a goal to introduce law
students to every area oflaw or legal concept that they will subsequently
encounter.
While the recent eaJl for practice-readiness has failed to identify a
feasible goal for legal education, the Carnegk Report" provides some
guidance. 18 In contrast to much of the debate about practice-readiness,
the Carnegie Report speaks not only of increased skills training in legal
education, but also calls for law students to have more opportunities to
integrate theory and practiee.19 Viewed in this frame, practice-ready
attorneys would best be described as those who both possess a deep
knowledge of the law and know how to apply this knowledge to solve
their clients' legal problems. A more productive conversation about the
latter would require us to take stock not only of all that is reqwred for
a legal novice to develop a sufficient level of professional expertise, but
also to consider how we might help law students develop a process for
further acquiring knowledge.
Though pressure from the practicing legal bar has increased in recent
years, the debate about the perceived gap between legal education and
law practice is longstanding. Over the past twenty years, several

16. Indeed, if we take a look at the multitude of law achool eourse offerinp and post..
graduateeducalionalopportunitiea,includingContinuingLegalEducation("CLIMC0t111!eS,
we can begin to appreciate the myriad of ekillJ and the depth and breadth of knowledge
that can be required for the practice of law.
17. S« WILLIAM M. SULLIVAN ET AL., EDUCA'!'INO LAWYERS: PREPARATION I'OR Tlill
PROFESSOR OP LAW (2007) [hereinafter CARNF.G!E REPORT).
18. ld.
19. ld. at 3, 8 ("Recommeodation 1 Offer an Integrated Curriculum. To build on their
strengths and address their shortooroings, Jaw ecbools should offer an integrated, threepart curriculum: (1) the teaching of legal doetrine and analysis, which provides lhe basio
for professional growth; (2) int.roduclion to the several facet& of practice included under the
rubric of lawyering, leading to acting with reoponoibility for clients; and (3) exploration and
assumption of the identity, values and dispositions conoonant with the fimdamental
purpoeea of the legal profession. Integrating the three parto oflecal edueation would batter
prepare students for the varied demands of professional legal work.").
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prominent reports have advocated for increased practice training in law
schools. For example, in 1992, the Macerau Report"' addressed the
stated desire of members of the legal community to narrow the gap
between legal education and the legal profession." The MacCrate
Report stressed the importance of legal education in beginning the
process of professional development."' Specifically, the Macerate
Report challenged law schools to provide an educational program
deaignod to prepare law atudents to participate effectively in the legal
profossion... More recently, in 2007, Ikst Practioes for Legal Educa·
tio1114 challenged law schools to "significantly improve their students'
preparation for their first professional jobs.• That same year, the
Carn~gk Report spoke of an •increasingly urgent need (for Jaw schools)
to bridge the gap between analytical and practical knowledge.... The
eamegre Report identified legal analysis, practice competonce, and
professionalism as the three key goals oflegal education." The report
notes that lega.l analysis is currently the main focus of modem legal
education and comment8 that more emphasis needs to be placed on
practice competence and professionalism."
While there has been much recent criticism suggesting a lack of
emphruris on practical skills and professionalism in modern legal
education, since the Macerate Report was written, the standard law
school curriculum has been expanded to include more opportunities for
law students to actively engage in the integration of theory and practice,
sometimes in the context of experiential learning.• Consistent with
current ABA standards, all first-year law student8 engage in the study
of legal writing.• Beyond the first year, however, student exposure to

20. B. g_,. Clark. LqoJ ~and~ Dc~-llt---& l!doatioNJJ
Conlutuu.m, 1hport of 1M n.M Fo,... on LauJ &N>olo and 1M Pro{t#ion.: NGr1YJ4A>ing 1M
Gap, 4 LI'XlAL EOOC. RI:V. 201, 202 (1993) (hereinaflu MocCrou Reporl).
/d.
/d. at 214.
/d. at 214-15.
B!ST PRAcncEs, #upt"O - . . 11, at 8.
26. /d. at 13.
26. CARNEGIE SUMMARY, supro oote 8, at 8.
27. /d. at S-10 (offering MV<tn recommondatiool int.end<d to promote lepl analysia.
practicloc:ompeteoca, aDd pro{euiooaliam. inclndinc _.,aw>datiaoa too&ran intepatocl
cwriculwa aDd to join from lba atart "'awyerinc." proC-nionoli...,, aDd .,._. anal,sia~
28. /d.
29. Su ABAS.Clion of Legal &due. and Admi..iooa to tho Bar, 1upro note 2, at 19·20
(oetUnc out Standard SOil and roqulrinc law ochooa to offer oubotantial opportunilleo ror
otoxlenta
in "liv&dioot or other real-lilt prodi<e a~
30. S.C id. at 19 (llatinc that aD S.w ICboob mUll p...m.le oubotantial inolruttioo in
-..,.;line in a lepl context. includtn( at leaot ono n,orowo wriU.., ~- in the fuot
21.
22.
23.
24.

to...,...
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practical legal writing opportunities varies significantly by law school
and law student. Many law schools provide some advanced legal writing
courses, but only a limited number of schools require students to engage
in practical legal writing beyond the first year.31 During their second
and third years, some law students have the opportunity to participate
in legal clinics, with some clinics providing opportunities for live-client
representation and court appearances.•• Modern law schools also
award credit for legal extemships in which students work in the legal
field under the guidance of a legal practitioner and faculty supervisor.33
Despite these practical learning opportunities, however, the reality of
legal education today is that many recent law graduates are not fully
prepared to function as lawyers when they graduate.•• (Indeed, many
wonld argue that while they are of great value, experiential learning
opportunities such as clinics and ex:temships are not a substitute for
post-graduate, entrenched, "real-world" legal practice experience.)"
In this tough legal market and practice environment, the perceived
gap between legal education and attorney practice has become increasingly significant, particularly to law school graduates and potential legal
employers. Law school graduates can no longer count on receiving legal-

year").
81. ASs'N OF LEGAL WRJ11NG DIRS., LEGAL W!uT!NG lNST., REPORT OF THE ANNUAL
LEGAL WRmNG SURVEY 2012 (2012), aoaUabl< at http://www.alwd.org/surveyslsurvey....reaults/2012_surveyJeeuiU..pdflbereinall.or LW! SURVEY 20121. In response to question 33
of the survey, out of 184 law schools, 78 indicated that students were required to engage
in acholarly writing as their upper-level writing requirement, and 42 indicated that
students were required to enpge in some form of pmctical legal writing. (Four
respondents did not specify the type of legal writing requirad.) Id..
82. CARNEG!t REI'ORT, •upro nota 17, at 87 ("The.., lawyering coursea oover a wide
range, from research and legal writing in the fmt year, through trial advocacy and practice
negotiation to clinical experience with actual client&").
Id. at 88 ("In recent yeara, the American Bar Auociation baa advocated more u...
of supervised externships and now provides standards for linking such exporiences to the
fonnal curriculum."').
34. B8ST PRACTlCES, supra note 11, at 19 ("Most law achool graduates are oot
su.llicieotly oompetent to ·provide legal services to dienta or evan to perform the work
expected af them in large firms.").
35.
Robert J. Rhee, On Legal Educatwn and &form: Oru View Form<d from
Diver.. Perspectiues, 70 Mo. L. Rsv. 310, 885 (201()..2011) (arguing that clioica "provide
only the training" for the eventual situation in which a lawyer must aolve problema without
heavy supervision and hand-holding). But su generally Margaret Martin Barry, Proctico
R«Jdy: Are We Tlu.re Yet?, 82 B.C. J. L. & SOc- JUST. 247, 253 (2012)(explaining that law
school"clioico introduce studenta to the skill of life-long learning that professionals need");
Stephan Waner, The Low School Clinic: Legal Educ4twn in the Interests of Justiu, 10
FORDHAM L. REv. 1929, 1929-30 (2002) (claim.i ng "that the law achool clinic i.s the primary
place in the law school where students can learn to be oompstsnt, ethical, soeially
responsible lawyers").

aa.

s..
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practice training on the job, and legal employers have found i\ increasingly difficult \o dedicate resources \o new-attorney training. While it
seems an impossible goal \o prepare students fully for practice before
they graduate, this does not mean that we cannot work \o better prepare
our students for practice by introducing them \o some of the skills that
have been identilled as highly important to practice and \o methods of
learning that can be easily transferred \o new challenges. lf this is in
fact our goal, legal educators should appreciate the importance of not
only making sure that our students leave law school with sufficient
knowlodgo about the law, but also a method for efficiently acquiring new
knowledge and for applying their knowledge (old and now) to solve a
client's legal problem. This Article focuses on the important role that
legal writing practice con play in attorneys' professional development,
beginning in law school and extending into law practice.
ll.

WHAT IS "Gooo LEGAL WRITING" AND WHY IS IT IMPORTANT?

The current "practice-ready" debate suggests that the learning oflegal
theory and practice are separate and distinct activities, with each
needing to occupy a separate space in the law school curriculum.•
However, to the eonb'ary, most legal skills cannot be easily segregated
from legal theory and doctrine, but instead require attorneys \o apply
their knowledge of the law to accomplish specific tasks in the course of
client representation. The effective execution of many skills utilized in
the course of legal practice (such as brief writing, oral argument,
negotiation, and even engaging in pre-trial discovery), require just what
the C<JTMgie &port promotes-the integration of legal theory and
practice..,
Legal writing provides a particularly good example of a skill that
requires both a deep understanding of tho law and an ability to apply
this knowledge to a client's legal problem. Legal research a.nd writing
is almost always found at the top of the list of identified legal skills
needed for the successful practice of law.• Good legal writing is valued
in law practice, however, not only because of the importance of effective

36. Sft, ·~, Bany, ""P'fl ooe. 36.
37. CARI<roll! I!EPORr, ""P'G DOle 17.
38. Sft, •4·• B - i'RACnCI8,alpro DOte ll. a~67-68 (diwnninc uuYVeJofmembon
of the Arizon.o Bar Asooc:iation in which lawyen and judcH idenlilied okilll ao ' eneotW"
or
imporlant' to IOfal ptac:t.ioe, prioritized ao followa: legal analyoio and .......,nine,
written communication, le,aJ research. draruna legal documc.nt.e, llatenlng, orsJ
communication, worlcing cooperatively as a team. fadual inveatipti.oo, orcaniJ:ation and
m.anacement oflepl work, inlerviewinr and queolioninc, problem oolvinc•.....,;nne and
reoolvinc etblcal dil4mm• •, prelrial "'-7 and
OOWIIeliJII, and oecotiation1

"'"'1

ad-.
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communication skills to legal practice, but also because good writing is
often thought to be indicative of a lawyer's overall praetico competence.
'Th be sure, good legal writing is often the c:ulmination of many skills
important to legal practice (such as legal analysis, legal research, factual
investigation, advocacy, and problem-solving). Good legal writing
requires the writer to make not only mec:banical writing choices, but also
thoughtful, often strategic, professional decisions in the course of
practice. Tho writing process, therefore, is informed by a writer's
under standing of the law, as well as their good professional judgment.
P ut simply, good legal writing is reciprocal to good lawyering. A strong
correlation often exists between practitioners' perceived writing abilities
and their professional reputations."
'Th better understand the relationship between good legal writing and
practice competence, it is helpful first to define this term. "Good legal
writing" is probably best described as a document that helps the reader
"make the decisions they need to make in the COUJ'SO of their professional
duties.... As such, the quality of legal writing is judged not only by
whether a document is mechanically well-written, but also by the
document's effectiveness." Undoubtedly, a legal document can be both
technically well-written and yet ineffective (and thus not "good legal
writing").••

A. Clarity a11d CoMwmess
For a document to be effective, thus meeting the definition of good
legal writing, it must be clear, concise, and credible.•• At first glance,

39. Amy Vcnoberc A Matptet Son M<:Cabe, .l'rotUcc Writ""' ~ to 1M
N«d. of 1M &nclo oNl &r U. F'lnl·Ymr W~ l'rotfmnu, 2 I'HOcKIX L. IISV. l, 18
(2009)(diM••inabowjudpo~anautln'srlpUUtioftindetermmincbow.,.
brio( auchl be~
40. Mutt K.. O.bedt, Wltotl• "Go«J Lqal w~ Gild WJoy
11 Molkrr, 4 DaD~.

a

o....

L.IISV. 417, 422 (2012).
4 L When a poup ortweaty-lh!M federal !rial iudii!OI in tM NortNu\ Uxuted Sla*
were uked to evaluate tbe quality of lepl ~II, t.M judpl' commonll focuaed
largely on the content of tho writina, though eomo eommento "'lllted to preMDtotion.
Vonnberg A McCabe, tupra Mte 39, at 12. For example, tM Ju4<>o opoke ort.M ne.d for
good authority and complained thateveo where lawyers find accurate authority, ..authority
ill not used and applied eiTe<:tively." /<i
42.
O.beck, '"Pra nolo 40, at 428·24 (explalninc that o document mo,y be
technically well-written but not good legal writing if it ia not ... to the reader).
48. ld.. al 451-62, 465. O.bec:k addrened the - p i or •eJeaance" . . . quality
"aesthetic in natu..,• thai diotingui.oheo the very belt writinl in the field, but thai quality
ill not included here. Moreover, while Osbeck did DO\ include crecboUily, it ill the Author'o
balieC that any lilt or ruudomental qualil.iN io amia if it doeo not include aedibilily.
Wbile crodibilii.J ofl.en <&DDOt bejudged &om tbe don•"""'\'' ourr...,IJI11epl wrilinc thal

s..
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one might assume that these fundamental qualities are achieved
primarily by tho application of good writing techniques. Indeed, there
are a number of writing "tools" that good legal writers use to enhance
the clarity and efficiency (and correspondingly, the apparent erodibility)
of their writing." However, to be clear and concise, a legal document
must also articulate a direct and focused message.•5 A legal document
can only be effective, therefore, if the writer is able to develop (and then
articulate and advocate) a thoughtful and appropriate idea. For
example, a brief that neglec:ts or overstates the client's best legal
argument, no matter how well it fares grammatically, is poorly written
because it does not effectively assist the reader. The writer's message
might be loud a.n d clear, yet not beneficial. While good hesic writing
skiUs can help tho legal writer to relay a message, many oa.rly legal
writers struggle with tho process of determining the best way to
approach a client's legal problem and to formulate an effective message,
not just to communicate it. ..
When legal professionals refer to clarity, they are not only speaking
of the superficial readability of tho text, but also how well the legal
document defines the legal issue and presents an appropriate, feasible
solution. Clarity requires not only that the document be logieally
organized and the text easy to follow; it also requires that the document
address tho genuine issues in the case." A clear document does not
obscure the real issues that the court will grapple with, but instead
tackles them. Instead of ignoring or down playing negative authority, a

is not credible cannot be d<!ecribed aa w.U-wriLt.on. /d. at 417, 461-52 (explaininc that
readero "judge a document to be wtil written it the writ.q belpo them make the dac:isiooa
they _ . to mate in the o( their pro(-.J dutiN").
44. &. id. at 439.
4.6. Verbosity is Mt just an inc:onvenieoce to the reader; it can negat.ive.IJ impact the
offectlveneso of a lcpl document by obocurini the writer'• point. Amy Vorenberc &
MArcaret So.a McCabe, VorboK, Di«l'IIGniud D«unwnu Taint Quality ofLqol Anal~
N.H. BAR NEWS, Oct. 8, 2004, www nbber.or'lfpublicationalan:hi-isplay-...,....n:b;ve
.up?id•l2&
46. It bas been tha Author'o experiance that English mo,joro and rormer joumalista are
as likely as any other low student.llo •fnl«le with lint offorta at lopl writlnc. Given aU
that lo required ror lepl writJnc, belie writinc pMrally decrad<!a when the .-ep& or
lop.l writlnc is lint inlnlducod. For rllrlhH d;.. · •, - J-pb M. W~ On 1M
Mobu'IJ16 of Lqal Wl'il<ra: n... Modrh o(Gniutlh and Dewk>pm<nl, 11ZGAI. WRmNo 1
(1991). That said, ooeolho writer I"'IPI the buic concept or lop! writinc, a atrong, belie
writina ability il ol\.en a signilieant easel
47. &. Osbe<k,
note 40, ft 428-36 (discuoling darit7 within lecal wrilinc and
statinc thai, in addition to wrilinr with UDdenlandablo orpnjzation, "(tiM lepl writer
muat CDnlider can(ul!J the or the wn&mc, as well .. the _.., in~e.-. and
~ knowleclp or the intended audienco").
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clear document will address it head-on and explain why it does not
impede the reader from reaching the decision the writer has proposed.
A clear document geta to the nub ofthe case, articulates the client's legal
problem precisely, and offers a logical solution that is considerate of
relevant legal authority the decision maker is required (or likely) to
consider.
When legal professionals refer to conciseness, they are not only
speaking of the length of the document, but also of its ability to keep the
reader focused on pertinent information and to explain why tbis
information is important.48 While brevity is a worthwhile goal given
the volume of cases on court dockets, conciseness requires not only that
the writer use an efficient writing style, but also that the writing be
narrowly focused.'" A document that provides a short explanation of
the cases may not be judged to be concise if it includes explanations of
case precedent that are largely irrelevant to the decision meker or whose
relevance is not clearly identified for the reader. That said, a concise
document may contain lepgthy case explanations so long as the
information provided is of use to the reader and the relevance of this
information is readily apparent.
The bottom line is that a document is clear and concise if it is not only
easy to read and efficient, but also presents a precise and foc.used
message. At the core, an effective document requires sound legal
analysis that draws upon the writer's knowledge of the law, including
the writer's understanding of legal doctrine and theory.

B.

Credibility

Likewise, while a legal document's physical appearance (and the
reputation of the writer)may contribute to (or detract from) its perceived
credibility, credibility is also largely about content. The choices that a
writer mekes are not only mechanical writing choices, but also strategic
and ethical decisions requiring specific, and oft;en nuanced, professional
decision-rooking. Good legal writing requires not only good basic writing
ability, but also well-tuned professional judgment that implicates the

43. See id. at 439 ("So conciseness io fundamental wgood legal writing because it helps
readen make effedive use of their limited time. That promoteo efficient deciaion-makinc
by allowing legal actors wdevote the appropriate amount of time weach of their decisions,
rather than spending an exc:euive amount of time on one deti•ioo and having to
short:change another as a result.").
49. See id. at 43&-3? ("Concioeneo• is ollan confused with brevity, but concise writmg
is not merely brief, or brusque. Rather, it is efficient.. Concis<o writing conveys the writer's
points auocinctly, without auperfluous words, and with an appropriate level of detail."
(emphaais omitted) (intamal citations omitted)).
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writer's knowledge and understanding of both law and legal practice. In
making a writing decision, writers may draw upon their knowledge of
relevant substantive law and legal concepts, legal pl'OCC68 and methods
of decision-making, and professional norms and conventions, including
ethical rules.•• No matter how nicely presented or technically wellwritten, a document cannot be effective if it misleads the decision maker,
or causes the decision maker to question the writer's knowledge or
integrity.
For example, attorneys may lind themselves struggling with whether
to cite t.o negative case precedent in their clients' briefs that is clearly
favorable to the opposing party and not included in their opponents'
briefs." The fact that a case is not favorable does not end the inquiry
as to whether to bring it to the court's attention and may not justify its
exclusion from a court document.12 In deciding whether to address a
specific case, the writer may need to evaluate closely the hierarchical
level of the court that made the decision and the specific facta of the case
to determine whether it is binding precedent that either counsel has an
obligation to disclose. Beyond this technical assessment, the writer must
also consider how the judge might react to the writer's decision and
decision-making process. Legal writers must carefully consider whether
a decision to omit the CIUMl is defensible and the impact a wrong decision
C9uld have on their professional reputations and client representation.
As this example demonstrates, good legal writing requires writers to
apply their knowledge, as well as exercise sound professional judgment.
It follows, therefore, that the process of~ming a good legal writer not
only deepens writers' knowledge of law, but also helps writers to develop
an awareness and method of professional decision-making that they can
later apply in practice.

50. Even the presentation oftiOiOI documenlroquireoknowledieofprofenional norma
and oonveolions. Indeed, a lecal document ia .rr..,u.., not only becauM il p"'aeota tbo
ugwnent in a JocjcaJ Cashion, but alto beca- it p....,ta the azpmeot in a m8DneJ' tbat
is ooosiolent wilh the ..der'o expoctaliaos. Set ld. al426.
5L Tho ABA'1 Model Rulea of Proteaional Collduct require tbaL a ..._,.r "dioclooo to
the tribunal lepl authority ill the CODtrollinc juriodid.ion known to the Ia.,.,. to bo
dinctly tdV1!roe to tbe poeition of the client and not diocloood by oppooinc oounoet• MODEL
RULES OF I'Rol"t. C0Noucr R. 8.3 (2012).
52. S<e/ltlltrolly Be,..fl1 J. Blair, Ethil:ol ~troliOM in AdiJOCGC)': What Y<nt· Ytar
lqot Wrilut,J Stuck.u Nt«J to Knot., 4 LEGAL WllmNO 109 (1998) (diacuaq ethi<al
cooaideratioouo in advenarial brief writ>ncJ.
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ill. WHY Is LEGAL WRITING PRACTICE A USEFUL TOOL FOR
AT!'ORNEY DEVELOPMENT?

Once we acknowledge all that good legal writing requires, it is easy to
see why the process of learning to become a better writer fosters
attorneys' professional development. The Carnegie Report acknowledges
that learning legal writing engages students in the integration of theory
and practice and supports cognitive, practical, and professional
development.03 Indeed, the Carnegie Report provides that legal writing
teaching can belp students •to cement basic patterns of legal thinking"
and "serves as a bridge between the learning of legal thinking and the
mastery of the skills demanded in order to practice law.""'
To make the best use of legal writing practice in law school teaching,
we must look beyond the final product, and consider the process that
attorneys employ to complete a legal writing assignment. As discussed
above, an effective legal document is a document that helps readers
"make the decisions they need to make in the course of their professional
duties. "10 Legal writing practice involves the process of synthesizing
law and facts to formulate, and then communicate, a purposeful message
to the legal audience. Basic to legal writing, therefore, is an understanding of legal decision makers (including their specific roles and methods
of decision-making) and the role of the attorney in the decision-making
process (together, the legal document's audience and purpose).
Moreover, to formulate an effective message, writers will need to be
kno':'ledgeable about the law and legal practice. Writers will need to
apply this knowledge to their clients' factual situations to determine the
best way to approach and offer solutions to their clients' legal problems.
Guided legal writing experiences (real or simulated) afford writers
meaningful opportunities to integrate theory and practice by using their
knowledge oflaw to identify and solve a range of discrete legal problems
while acting in the atto.m ey role.•• Indeed, legal writing has already
proven to be a useful tool for integrating theory and practice in legal
education. 01 After Jaw school, legal writing practice continues to be an

53. CARN£01! RePORT, Bupra MIA> 17, at 104·11.

54. Id. at 108.
55. O.becl<, •upro note 40, at 417.
56. CARNEG!! RePORT, supro note 17, at 109-10 ("The pedagogieo of legal writing
instruction bring togetber oootent knowledce and practical skill in very close interaction.').
57. For further disc:ussion, see M.ary Beth Beazley, Better Writing. .&tur Thinkin.g:
UBing Legal IVriling Ped4gogy in the
boak• C/4ssroom (\Vithout Grading PoperB), 10
LEGAL WRI'fJNG 23 (200~; Kirsten A. Dauphinais, Sea Clwnge: TM Sei&mic Shifl in IM
Legnl Profession and How Legal\Vriting f'ro{<$110NIVill &ep Legal Educalitm A(lqal in ito
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effective tool for "bridging the gap," as it assists new attorneys to further
their knowledge oflaw and legal practice, while continually sharpening
their professional judgment. Put simply, legal writing practice helps the
writer to gain expertise: fin!t., the act of writing itself promotes learning;
second, close work on legal writing provides a rich opportunity for less
experienced attorneys to engage in meaningful dialogue with more
experienced attorneys that invokes the more experienced attorney's
knowledge oflaw and legal practice; and third, feedback on legal writing
provides an opportunity for the more experienced attorney to evaluate
and critique the less experienced attorney's understanding ofsubstantive
law, legal concepts, and professional decision-making. Through
feedback, the experienced attorn.ey can also introduce the writer to
professional norms and conventions.
A

The Recur•iue Writing Proceu

The legal writing proce88 itself can be a learning tool as writing can
enhance one's thinking. By writing in a practice context, the writer's
depth of understanding of relevant substantive law and legal concepts
can be greatly enhanoed.11 The process of writing helps writers to
better understand and connect with the material they are writing about
and to gain a deeper level of understanding of abstract legal concepts.
For many years, legal writing scholars have recognized the connection
between writing and thinking. A shift has been made in the legal
writing community from the idea that writing is instrumental-a method
of recording our thoughts-to a shared understanding that writing is a
recursive process through which thoughts are formed and better
understanding is often achieved." Indeed, writing can be a transfer-

Woll<, 10 SEATI'L! J. Sec. JUST.•9 (2011).
153. CARNEQI& RllPORT,Iupra nol.617, at 105 (notinr that in tho obeened legal writinc
courwe., "lllhe U~phuia was on leaminr lecal doctrine by I'Uttinc it to 101e in dn.fUnc lqal
documrn!a"); Bur I'IIAcncls, ""P'f' note 11, at 125 <-n.ere ia no more offectift "if to
help K"clen'• underlland what it ia like to be ala~r than to have them ... porform lha
t.aab that lawyers perform or oboerve Pradic:ini ta..,..,ro at work.").
59. s.. Maxine Hairston, Tht Winds c( CluJfl/{t: ThomOB Kuhn OJid tht Revolution i•
tht Ttaehill/f o(Wriling, 33 C. COMPOSmoN & COMM. 76, 85-86 (1982) (explaiJlin& that t.be
new po.radicm for leachinl: writinc foeuta on tha p.,._ of writinc, "hich ia intuiUvo, not
• metbodi<al. tu>Mr moti<>o.. 1rom the ~tart to. r..w product); J . Chriltopbor Rlc*ut
Till J . RamaGeJd, LqoJ WriWyJ: A R.t"-1 V"Klll, 69 WASH. L. Rl:v. 35, •u1 ( 19!H)(otaUJ>c
that a revolut.ion in lepl inatruction in t.be 1970. led to an empbuio Clll t.be prooo~o of
writing and eu.rbed the influence of the formalist view, which roliod on an i.na.trumentalist
opproach to Iaocu•r•>.
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mative process that bring;s about deeper undenrtandiog and longer
retention.•
Early in their tinrt year of law school, students begin to act aa lawyers
and to attempt to answer clients' legal problems in their legal writing
courses. Through this problem-solving proocss, students begin to
consider how they might approach real legal problolllll.11 As in a
casebook classroom, significant attention is given to legal analysis in
first-year legal writing courses. However, the goals aod methods of
teaching in the casebook classroom and legal writing classroom tend to
vary significantly.' ' In the casebook classroom, significant attention is
given to teaching law students about a broad ecope of substantive low
on a particular legal topic. The low is taught largely in the abstract,
with low professors frequently posing brief, hypothetical factual
scenarios to the class and soliciting responses from individual students
through the Socratic Method.11 By contrast, in the legal-writing
classroom, a hypothetical legal problem serves as a focal point, with
students learning about a narrow body of case law and then applying
this knowledge to the facts of the client's case to solve a discrete legal
problem... Typically, during their first-year legal writing courses, low
students work through legal problems of increasing complexity, first
with the goal of a811essing their client's legal problems and later with the
goal of advocating a position on their client's behalf. As a result,
students encounter diverse legal documents with varying audiences and

60. Laurie C. Kadoch, TIY Third Puradigm: BringU!g Lqol Wti1Jll8 "Out of 1M&%'
4lld into 1./oc MoiM&rtom: A MOJ"ri4ge of Doctrim>J Sub}td Mo1kr 4lld Lqol WfiWII
Doct:rin<, 13 l...roAL WlmNo 56, 69 (2007) (explainJn& thaL writJnc obouL o perticulor
clodrinal oubjecl u.c- otudemo' undentaDdinc becauoo wntJnc req..U. them ID
_..,., erilicoJIJ with the eomplailioe of lhe aul!ject); Carol McCNhan Porker, w~ u
hf7body'• a - - TIMorrtieol<llld Procli<ol ./~fur 'l'tacJwol Wnb"' Auou
1./oe Ltu. School ~uiiU!I , 12 L11GAL WamKG 175, 177 (2006) (""""C that wrilinC
pnrrid.. lhe coolftt _ . . , . for the -Wsilion and dOW!IopmooL oflmowledp).
6L CAI!mcm RuQirr,...,.. note 17, at 107 <
ct.:ril>inc the penpec:tive of writinc
inltrud.ion u o "form of olmulotod pro<tice").
62. Jd. oL 104 (coocludioc that Jepl wriliDc ...,._ "proviM o pedoaacieol ..perieru>e
that in Dlllll1 'n1" complemenla what io mi.osinJ in the coi!H.iaJocue d u - that make
up moot or the oLuclenl.o' rmt year").
63. Some caaebook profoNOn employ tho problom-ba•ed method or Leeching, which
involve• t.ho uoo or more complex, pracW:al leJal problolllll in ta•chlni and requiret
sLudentt to conoider the..,_ in the "'nwt of lecal problema.
64. Tbe uoo of a h_ypothotical clienL bas both advanLagee and dioadvont.aaoo. Studenlo
often bavolimitod oppreciat.ion of tho oootn.l role o( the clienL in thole1ol moLiar wbea the
client io fict.it.ioul. When uoing o olmulatod problem, however, iruotruclon do have the
benefit or"""" able to manipulate .... facta "' provide for • eeri.o.in OJ>O\ytlcal challenge
or to teodl o porticulor akill. Moroo-, lhe otude<>U' leernins io tho primoty foeus, and
lhio pol d - Dot have to be oubardinated to lhe needt cL the diellt..
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purpot;es, as well as varying legal and practice issues. In their
preparation of legal document.&, beginning with office memoranda, law
student.& begin to apply their limited, but expanding, knowledge of law
and practice to discrete seta offact.s for specific purposes related to their
clients' representation. 1b completa a legal writing assignment, student.&
must begin to learn how to navigate a number of abstract legal
concepts-from jurisdiction and court hierarchy to legal methods and
judicial deference.
Tbe process of writing legal documents in Jaw school necessarily
provides students with a.n early opportunity to integrato doctrine and
theory, and practice. Through the process of writing, students apply and
stretch their knowledge of law. Before writing, a law student will need
to formulate a message to relay to the legal audience that serves the
purpose for which the legal document is being written. Tbe law student
ms.y begin to write, trying to put ideas on paper or computer. However,
it would be exceedingly rare for students to simply gather their
thoughts, write them down, and be finished. Most law student.& will
instead engage in a process of writing, thinking, reading, rethinking,
rereading, and revising, of\en over and over again. Through the process
of writing and reftecting, the law studomt will work from a point of chaos
to one of clarity. Instead of having to consider the man,y facwrs that go
into their writing all at onoo, writers are encouraged to organize their
thought.& as they write and revise, and then consider these thoughts,
often focusing on a particular aspect of the overall legal problem.10
Through this procees, writers can break a large problem into discrete
issues and work through each issue o.ne at a time and ultimately
synthesize this information to reach a comprehensive solution.
The benefits of legal writing teaching extend well beyond the legal
writing classroom." Legal writing teaching has the potential not only

65. lo fU'III.-year lepl wrilin& """'- .wdmta ""'oll.tm ~ (or required} 1o
uoe a lepl pa.radip (for example, IRAC or CREACJ lo organize their lepl dixuuion.
When uainl th- analytical fonnala, law atudenla will bepn by broakinc down the legal
rule inlo elomenla end then orpni%ing the local wril.ini aecordln&ly. Studenla then
analyu each Individual element aeparataly, o\alin& a condUllion, diatuuioc the law,
UJ>lainlnc relevant cue .,._ccent, and then ai'PI7inl the law \a the dl4at'a cue £ada,
beCGre I'MYW>c the CODd,.ion far NCb. ~ lepl aoal7aia In lblo llO.I.IlDel' an
provide otudenta with a - for Ol'pJ1izins a legal iaue and ioolalinl ita nrious par\1.
66. CI.Rimon: l!£roRT, oupro note 17, at lOC (diM:uuinc the freq1J8>C7 with whM:h
studenla raioed the topic of legal writing to mport reaearcbera and nol.ini that studenlo
auggeatod t.baL -writing should be 'more int.cgratcd into courses on doctrine' in o.rder to
speed up aludent.a' learninc oflegol reaaoning"); td. otl08 ("Many oludenta with wbDm wt
opob nottd the waya in which their wrilinc COW'Mt acaloratt<l their Jlrocr- in legal
_ , , iD their doc:trinal .....,_ ....").
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to improve law stud.e nt writing in a legal practice context, but also by
engaging in the process of integrating theory and practice through
writing, students deepen their understanding of the law and practice."
Moreover, beyond tho first year of law school, legal writing can continue
to provide a method for enhancing learning of substantive law and legal
concepts. In their second and third years, students will continue to
expand their knowledge of the law and practice, learning about new
areas of substontivo law, methods of resolving legal issues (such as
negotiation and alternative methods of dispute resolution), and different
types of legal writing (for example, contracts and pleadings)." Beyond
law school, the process of engaging in legal writing can further promote,
and even accelerate, new attorneys' learning processes as they consider
new areas of law and aspects of legal practice.

B. Tlu DUJlogra &tween Expert and Noui«
While novice legal writers can learn much from their internal
conversations during the recursive writing process, much can also be
learned from the external conversations with more experienced
practitioners that accompany the writing process. Conversations that
surround a legal writing assignment can provide an opportunity for legal
experts to share their expertise with legal novices. By allowing writers
to access the expert's knowledge prior to completing their written drafts,
the writers' learning process is enhanced as writers benefit from the
expert's advice and incorporate it into their curr8Dt assignments.
Through tho pl'OOCss of thinking, articulating thoughts, and hearing the
recipient's reaction, writers further their knowledge and expertise during
the writing procesa and facilitate their efficient and successful completion of written draft.s.•

6'1. S« Dauphinala, ftlpro DOt.e 57, at 102 t"Mon!ooer, tbo CarnecM Roport -that
tho import ollopl wrilin(o ompbuio em crilical think.ioa' wfelt boyood tbo lop! wriling
clanroom, repor1.iDc that IIW11 intoniewed otudento found U..t tboir wriling....,... in
turn footered tho development of their reucmmg Will in their cuebook COUl'HL") (ciling
CARNEoiE RIIPORT, oupi'TJ not.o 17, at 108~ Mary Kat.o Kearney A Mary Both Bouley,
T•aching Stu<knto Ho•• to "Thinll Lw LD.wyertr': Integi'TJiillJI Socratic M•lhod with the
Writing Proc.u, 64 TIIMPI.Il L. REV. 885 (1991).
68. See CARHl!lOUI REPORT, supra note 17, at 110 (ot.otiJli that In more advanoed
<Our- "writiDf ... beoomelol Ieos a oimplo demonstration of oont.ont mulety and more
o supplo, pervaoive dovico for dovelopJnc refloetive capacit.ioo to do lop! .....,atdl, critique
and <ODStruct arru~Mnt.o, and draJ\ local inlllrumeotl"~
69. Id. at 109-10 (ducJibi.nc tbo p<o<eao ol !holepl writiJli prof- "'Wdlincl tbo
analysia, Provill.ina fM!Ibeck, and modeting tbe - of ••• prompt.o in .,....tnlcll.oc a weD·
booed documoot"l.
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As discussed in tbe prior section, the proce&S of learning t.o become a
good legal writer requires the writer to gain bolb knowledge of the law
and general expertise in the legal field.,. The professional novice gains

expertise by engaging in legal work under the direction of a professional
expert." The transfer of knowledga from the expert to the novice,
however, is often difficult.. Exchanges between professional experts and
novices can be fraught with communication gaps, as experts are not
always conscious of the extent of their knowledge and novices often do
not undorstMd enough to know what questio!UI to ask." Experienced
legal practitioners are professional experts, entrenched in a professional
"community of discourse ...,. As such, they perform almost unconscioU&Iy in accord with the norms and conventions of their profession." Law

70. RMMoot A RaiiUifiOid, oupn~ note 59, at 72 ( 1994) (alalmc Ulatatudmt.- bow
lho choi<. ~ mual mob in any eel ollepl wrilinc oro rhetorical cboi<M, ~ Ulal
are bMt auode when full7 informed by lho -=ial -t.oxt. ourround~ an7oct. or writinc
and by 1.be CIODventiono and p....:ticet ollepl m-uraa"); Wilbama,
note 46, at 9
<--nine Ulat pod thinkinc and pod wrilinc oro a -..t nf alula that can be deliberately
toucht 01ld dobberat.oly learned in a context that we can doou•be •• a 'oommuni!iy nf
knowlcd&e' or • "mmmunit1 of discoune,..).
7 L Sa Sh•rri LM Keene, It Woo 1M Bnl of~~•• It Woo lht WorM of Proctk<:
Mooing SUC<Jtll{ully from the Courtroom to the Cla•sroom, 18 OUQ. L. Rl!v. 1533, 536 (2010)
(otatinc that an attomoy'a development of good critical thinklnc and wriLinc akillo "'is a
ClOD8Cquenee o:rpert.i1e pthered by working with ot.bora more exporinncetf in lbe IOfal
diocouroe community"(quoUncJoeeph M. Williams, On th• Mruurlii(JofL<gaJ Writtr•: 7lDO
MO<kl1 of Growth and DrJJtlt>pmtnl, I J. l.!:OAL WRITINO INsT. 1 (1993)~ Williama, "'pro
note46, a.t9.
72. Beclr.or a. c..o.kery·Robma,oupn~ note 12, at276n.30(condudin( thatexperienood
prol-.iooalo on often oo uiM!d t.o doinc a pvan proCe.ional tuk Ulat ~ rail "to
'underaland l.be notun nf l.be -;u.,., problema otudomt. lorol racect with in ott.mptinc
t.o maater the aubjoclmatler"') (quotiJ>& Diana H.J.),(. Dol.mana ot al., 7T<...U"' ~~~
on 1M :nu...- Ill Problmt·&.«l L<ontlll& Cooduaicuu OJid I~K>M (Or lrd-.OOMI
Pr-tu:t;., aNJ R~. 24 MED. 'l'eAaa!ll 173, 176 (2002)); Liao El<:hono, Till L<gaJ

-tO

or

WriluiiRMr.Prrf'OTUI8Su~AIIorMYOIDPdUptk~BaltJft, 5LmAL

WRmN<l 143, 150 0999) M'hlel dilfereace betweon DO'rinoo and upona loodo t.o
nomm.unlcot.ioa ppo that can pay lhemoel- out between new OMOCiatM and their
auperviain( attomeys, who fail to n>e:<>gnize that oew ouociat.ea ore DOl JOI immersed in
l.be lecal eulturo."); Bernadette T. Feeley, TroUiing F~ld S~q>trviiOn U. & E/TidtiU 4IJd
Eff.ctiJJt Critu:• of Stud.tnt Writiii(J, 15 CLINICAL L. REv. 211, 282 (2009) (diocuaainc tba
wide flOP or knowledl' between law otudenla and attome71 with even limited practice
expcrie.oee); Keene, 1upm note 71, at 534-35 (discuuinJ U\e challenge• of legal experts
Utacbinr Jepl oovicea, And offering suggestions for bow to brid(e com.munlcation gaps
between pn>feuoro and atudenta).
73. WiUiamo, aupro note 46, at 9.
74. Beeker a. Crookery-Robert., I1UfH'B note 12, at 277 ("EEperU!need profeaon
eometbnee an 10 familiar with a subject that they uneo:n~Clously omit information 01
procedunll olepo
ror complete underaLondinc by 1-.aporieneed (or completely
inuperier-s) fust.-yoer otudmta."); Sheila Rod.ricua. U"'l(/ F«dt-lt 7'/woq U. Hdp
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students and new attorneys are professional novices, who are not only
unfamiliar with professional norms and conventions, but also often
unaware of what they do not yet know. "[A] novice lacks certain
characteristics and competencies: the novice does not yet have the
kn.owledge of an expert in a community or yet have the habits of
tlrinking or the tone of voice.''"
Close work on a legal document, however, can facilitate the transfer
of knowledge between the legal novice and expert. Legal novices benefit
greatly when they have opportunities to discuss their ideas with a legal
expert and receive the expert's feedback during the writing process.76
Through their dialogue with the legal expert, legal novices formulate and
then refine the messages that will underlie their writing.77 While
working on a legal writing project, legal novices and experts often
engage in nuanced discussions about various aspects of legal practice in
the context of a specific legal problem, including relevant substantive
law, legal procedure, legal methods, jurisdiction, court hierarchy, judicial
deference, factual application, client representation, case strategy,
factual investigation, and professional considerations including ethical
rules. 7s Persuasive documents often provide additional opportunities
for experts to dialogue with novice writers about their strategic choices
and professional decisions. Legal writing assignments provide a unique
opportunity for legal experts to teach legal novices about the law and
legal practice, with each assignment presenting its own set of unique
challenges. Similar to early legal apprenticeships, legal novices benefit
from individualized guidance, tailored to address their particular
needs.'~

Novice Legal Writers Develop Expertise, 86 U. DET. MERcY L. REv. 207, 212·13 (2009)
("With extended prac:l.ioe, performance in any eiven discipline becomes fast, effortless,
automatic, and seemingly inacceaoible to introspeetion.").
75. Williams, supra note 46, at 31 (emphuis omitted).
76. CARNEGIE REPORT, supra note 17, at 109, 111 ("The teaching of legal writing can
be used to open a window for students onto the full complexity of legal expertise.").
77. Id. at 109 (noting that through clau presentations about a legal writing
aoaignment, "students learn to make their thinking visible in writing so tbet it ean be
worked over and improved undor the instructor's guidance•); id. aL 110 (stating that guided
lepl-writing practiee •allows the communication process to be stopped for a •hile to enable
students to obeerve and analyze the discourse being developed").
78. See id. aL 105 (stating that "IJ>Jy learning to an~e facta and conotruet arguments
in use, students were also being taught how to atrategize aa a lawyer would" and
"beginning to cross the bridge from legal theory to professional praetice").
79. Lege! apprenticeships were a traditionol method of indoctrinating new attorneys
into law praetice. Historically, a typical legal apprenticeship consisted of observation and
conversation with an established lawyer, u well aa readings and routine labor. Sa Jared
Lamb, The Pntlt ofthe Law School: ThrHlmplementable Law School Reform•, 3 FAULKNER
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In the legal writing classroom, students actively engage in the process
of learning as they ore not only required to produce legal writing
documents, but also to engnge in discussions with their professor about
the legal writing assignments throughout the writing process. Many
legal writing professors have moved from an approach that focuses on
the final legal writing product to one that focuses on the process of
writing (such as bow to create the desired product).• As students work
through the process of crafting an effective document that aids the legal
reader, they engage in a series of discussions with their professors and
fellow students in an effort to formulate an effective and appropriate
message. Through classroom and in.dividual discussions, professors
guide their students through the process of analyzing increasingly
complex legal problems and break the activity of writing into discrete
steps, prompting their students and helping them to shape their own
thinking along the way." At each step, legal writing professors will
engage in a dialogue with their students about the students' ideas, as
students have an opportunity to articulate their thinking out loud and
hear profesaors' reactions.•

L. REV. 343, 849 (2011-2012). A tradition inberit.ed from Enrlond, American atlomeyo
trained in apprentiooohipt through the mid-1800& until, in 1870, Cbrislopher Columbua
Langdell inll'Oducod the caaebook method at Harvard Law School. Sec DanielJ. Morrioooy,
&wing ugal EducatUNI, ri6 J. LroAL Eooc. 254, 266 (2006). WhilA! law rcl>oola have
moved away from tha apprenticHbip medel in an efl'ort to improvelepl eduallioo, tbote
are aome beoe.fita oll.be appreniM:eobip medeJ that are not adequately llddnued by l.be
caoebook meU>ocl. Lopl_..riblll taachil>c ~ to lop! educatiaft an imp!OYed nraioa
of the lnditiaoalappnou-Irip - . L 5« IIM&lo7, ouproDOie 67, at23-21i.
80. 5« Pamela Lyoqht A CrisliDa D. Loc:llwood, Wru~~t~~~
CurriaJwra: ~J..tt(I<XftitJM, Currit:uJtvlmpli<OIM>M, 2J. AS!N U!GAL WlUnNC
DIRIJCTOllS 73, 74, 106 (2004)(fJ'IIlin& that l.be proca11 oCiepl writinJ increalu atud<!nta'
understanding o( oertain doctrinal """""!>tl and lora! dloooutM, u well u givea inllcht
about bow they learn); !Aural Currie Oatea, &yond Communico.tion: Writing oa" MtMI
of U.rning, 6 LEGAL WIU'l'INO 1, 21 (2000) (a....,inr "writing aaoignmenta that help
atudents either to inloirate now information into their oxlatinr knowledge atructurea or
to create now knowledJo atructuno").
8L See Daniel L. Barnett., Tringe U. the T>eru:he1 o( the LtgaJ Writing Coorao: The
'I'll-,. and M<tltod41QIY of AMIIyti<ol Crifjq~. S6 U. TOL L. Rflv. 661, 662, 672 (2007~
82. 5« ;d. (compari.n( bonelita ol oral veraua written faedbodt and praisinc oral
feeclbedt for cmn& the atudent the ~ty to "-' the - . . . . tone); ~ B.
J.W.O, 8nUJJl CltDoca "' Cwrieular Daip ...
Ll•~ Tltc Pro. and Coru of U...
CnJiqvu, 20 P!:Rsi'EcnVr.s: 'I'EAcmNG U!GAL REs. A W1UT1N0 20 (2011) (~tho
p . - - o( live criliqueo, aa well u the bonefita ol ODflllnc Ul a diaJocue of feedbodc); Amy
VonmbaJg. Swtqkl Cllld T«hniqun for Teochill(f Lqal Analyoi1 and Writing, WOLTEilS
KLUWERLAW&BUSINESII(2012),http:Haam.com/abalraet.al988619(atatingtheimportan<ll
of feedback throurbout lhe writinc procesa and explaining how to enrace in a feedback
dialogue).
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While a student's confusion may go unnoticed in a large casebook
classroom, due to the typically smaller size of legal writing classes and
the nature and methods of legal writing teaching, analytical and
conceptual issues often become apparent and can be isolated and
addressed in the legal writing classroom. For example, students may be
asked to consider a set of cases from a particular jurisdiction to analyze
a legal problem. Students may be asked to analyze the issue on their
own and then share their ideas during the following class. Through
class discussions, the professor may learn that (despite earlier teaching
on jurisdiction and court hierarchy) some students are wrongly treating
all cases as if they are of equal weight, while some cases take precedent
over others. It is also possible that students may develop their analysis
around a favorable case from a lower court or another jurisdiction, and
ignore binding decisions (positive or negative) from their own jurisdiction. Dialogue simultaneous to the writing process can detect this type
of error and provide a valuable teaching opportunity. Not only will
students be able to adjust thair thinking as they move forward with the
current assignment, but also they should remember this lesson (given
the contextual manner in which it was learned) and apply it to the next
assignment.
The dialogue about a legal writing assignment will often go beyond the
more objective aspects oflegal analysis, engaging writers in discussions
about more subjective matters such as case strategy. For example,
novice legal writers may have difficulty organizing a d.ocument not
because they lack an understanding of the law or the technical steps
needed to devise a proper structure, but because they lack the depth of
experience needed to decide what information the document's decision
maker will find most useful or persuasive. While writers may understand that they should lead with their best argument, writers' errors in
not doing so may reflect misjudgments on the more subjective decision
as to which argument is in fact the best. A determination of what is the
best argument may vary by jurisdiction, by level of court, and even by
particular courts and individual judges. 'Ib create a well-written
document that helps the reader "make the decisions they need to make
in the course of their professional duties," writers must have a good
understanding of what decision will be made and how the decision
maker will likely go about making the decision.83 Indeed, more specific
and thoughtful consideration of the legal audience and the document's
purpose will aid the legal writer in making this type of decision. Where
legal writers have the benefit of engaging in discussions with more

88. Osbeck, supm note 40, at 417.
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experienced attorneys during the writing process, they can benefit from
the attorneys' knowledge and experience, rather than being limited to
their own. Through dialogue, writers can also begin to develop their own
professional identities by learning how more experienced attorneys deal
with strategic decisions and ethical matters.
While tho nature of a writer's errors should evolve as a novice attorney
gains experience, law school graduates can continue to benefit from
engaging in conversations with more experienced attorneys about their
cases. New attorneys will experience new challenges as they begin to
practice full-time, with all of the additional considerations that then
come to bear on the attorney decision-making proccll8 (such as client
input and goals, financial considerations, and time coMtraints). New
attorneys may need assurances that they are approaching a case the
best way and identifying their best arguments. (Indeed, even experienced professionals at any level can benefit from engaging in dialogue
with their coUeegues in which they can articulate their ideas and receive
specific guidance.) Like law students, many new attorneys may not
know what questions to ask and will benefit from sharing their ideas
and receiving feedback from a more el(perienood attorney. While
discussions may take additional time in an already busy work day, they
can ultimately save time as new attorneys should produce better drafts
a.o d improve their knowledge of practice in the process.

C.

Feedb01:k on the Written Drafi
In addition to the oral discussions that surround tho writiog process,
law students can Jearn about the law and legal practice from receiving
specific comments from an rocperienced professionnl on their written
drafts. 14 The process of gaining professional upertise inherently
involves significant trial and error. A draft of a legal document can
serve as a medium through which learning can occur. The legal writing
product lays be.re writers' thoughts and reveals their thinking proces&ea.• Feedback on legal writing is not limited to legal analysis, but can
also address matters of case strategy and professional judgment.
Through their writing, legal novices reveal to their more experienced

84. Feeley, 1upra note 72, at 216-17, 222-23 ("LeJal writlna expert.o believe that
individual reodbad< and critique ioofcriti<:al importa- to improvinc lop! writingo1dl.ls.");
Nancy Levit It J>ouclao 0 . Linder, Happy Lc.w Stutknt1, Happy Lowyero,l58 SYitAC\JS& L.
REv. 361, 860 (2008) ("A weollh ofeducational researeb demon~ trotH lhat prompt re«<b.dt
about lhe oucc.a of an activity is lied to critical lhinkinc, coocapt mamry, and
educat.ional uU.fadioo.").
85. S.. I<Mra/q Koamey lc Beazley, IIUjNO 1>014 67, at 886-86
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reviewers not only their knowledge and understanding of law and
practice, but also their strategic and ethical choices.
Novice legal writers gain significant knowledge and expertise from
receiving effective feedback on their written work, and they can begin to
develop their overall practice competency.86 'lb be effective, feedback
must be specific and explain not only what adjustments need to be made
to the draft, but also why these adjustments are necessary. For law
students and less experienced attorneys, it is importent that the
reviewer have sufficient knowledge of the case facts and relevant law, as
errors may be more than superficial.81 Specific feedback that addresses
not only surface errors, but also the legal document's content, is most
useful to the legal novice and provides comments at what is often the
appropriate level. It is not unusual for a novice writer to make
analytical errors as well as poor professional decisions.
Where specific feedback is given by legal experts, novices have the
opportunity to see where they have erred in their analysis. Where more
experienced attorney reviewers comment on writers' strategic and
professional choices, writers will benefit from knowing the decisions that
the legal experts would have made and then comparing their own
choices and decision-making processes to those of the reviewers. For
example, a reviewer may believe that the writer's second argument
should lead or that more attention should be given to particular
authority. By learning how reviewers would have organized and
presented the argument and why they would have made those choices,
writers can reflect on their own decisions with the benefit of this
additional information. Where writing reveals faulty professional
judgments or ethical choices, specific feedback becomes all the more
important. Through the guided process of triel, error, and input, writers
begin to learn more about the various factors they should consider the
next time they need to make a similar decision.88 .

86. CARNPJOIE REPORT, supra note 17, at 109, 119 (concluding that wh<!re writing

approximates practice it "allow(al for careful correction and improvement of learners'
skills").
87. Many articles have been written on the subject of providing feedback on students'
written work. See, •·II·• Barnett, supra note 81, at 653-74, (-]A)ring the skills theta
professor needs to comment effectively on students' legal writing assignment&); Feeley,
supra note 72, at 217-37 (diSCW!sing "ten concrete techniques for legal writing critique").
88. CARNJ'JOJE REPORT, 8Upra note 17, at 108 (describing "knowledge transforminc"
writing that "repr...,.,ta a highly sophisticated aet ofmetarognitive practices through which
students can learn to transfer the insights gained In one experience to other writing
tasks").
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IV. H ow CAN LEGAL WR.mNG PRAC'nCE BB USBO MORE
EI'FECTIVELY AS A TOOL FOR BIJILOINO PRAC'nCE-COMPETENCE?

The "practice-ready" debate in the legal community prese.n ts an
opportunity for law schools to reevaluate their goals and to determine
the most effective means for achieving thoro. The debate hllll challenged
law sdlool.s to take a closer look at what it means for a legs! graduate
to be ready for legal practice, and whether this is an attainable and
desirable goal. Through this process, many legal educators are
evaluating what skills are required for practice, as well as how best to
prepare students for its many challenges." Moreover, given the
increased responsibility of law schools to prepare law students for
practice, law schools must also consider how they can best prepare their
students to be competent, ethical lawyers.
While legal writing is fundamental to good lawyering and arguably
one of lho most important skills for practicing lawyers, the many
benefits of legal writing practice have not been fully realized in legal
education. The absence of pervasive writing in legal education is
somewhat perplexing if wo consider that the benefits of the writing
process have long been appreciated among legal scholars. Law
professors often engage in all three aspects of the writing process when
engaging in scholarly writing-writing to learn, speaking and listening
to expand knowledge, and receiving feedback with specific comments and
criticisms. Indeed. legal scholars have long el\ioyed tho connection
between researching and writing about a scholarly topic and gaining
knowledge and deeper understanding through this process. For law
professors, one of the many stated benefits of engaging in legal
scholarship is that it furthers knowledge of the subject matter and, as
a result, often improves teaching. Law professors expand their
knowledge and learn from the expertise of their peers by discussing
scholarly drafts before working groups and providing feedback to one
another on wriUen drafts. This feedback usually goes well beyond
superficial writing to the content of the draft, including the underlying
thesis. As law professors have long el\ioyed the benefits of the writing
process, the benefits to Jaw students of additional writing opportunities
should be readily appreciated.

s..

89.
R. Mitbael C...i4J, Beyond Proetkcl S•lllc N~~~< Sttpt {or /mprooing LqJal
E<Uu!o.tlon Now, ~3 B.C. L. R.v. 151~, 1616 (2012)(dileuooing the neod rorcomprehenaive
reform, but. alto suuestinc nin& concrete aetiona thaL can be employed in the interiln)j
Bobbi McAdoo eta!., /t't Tim• to O.t It Right: Probhm·S.Wing in tht Firtt·Ytor CWTicct·
lum, 89 WASK. U. J.L. & POL'Y 39(2012);Rhee.IUP"' note 36, al338 (ouaeotinc thallaw
ec:hools odopt a -w ~-om that UIOd in -.lical ocboola).
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Much can be gained if practical legal writing is viewed with a broader
lens, as not only an important practice skill or means of assessment of
Jaw student learning, but also as a useful tool for increasing the depth
and breadth of the writer's knowledge and for building practice
competence. The Carnegie Report emphasized the need for Jaw students
to be engaged in the process of integrating theory and practice to help
them bridge the gap between Jaw school and legal practice. 80 Legal
writing provides students with an opportunity to engage in complex
problem solving that requires careful consideration of not only the more
objective aspects of legal analysis, but also the professional considerations that an attorney would make in practice. Legal writing's benefits
extend well beyond legal writing courses-and even beyond Jaw
school-by accelerating the writer's learning of new areas of substantive
law and legal concepts, and, with expert guidance and feedback,
affording opportunities for writers to cultivate their professional
judgment. 91
Given the significant role that legal writing practice can play in
helping legal novices acquire knowledge and build practice competence,
now more than ever, it makes good sense for law schools to invest in
legal writing teaching. Ideally, law students should have expanded
opportunities to engage in legal writing opportunities through legal
writing offerings that vary in type and focus, as well as engage in
writing in other non-legal writing courses. In many cases, this investment would require law schools to hire additional legal writing
professors to offer more opportunities for students to engage in
meaningful, practical legal writing experiences after their first year of
law school, and to act as resources for, and work collaboratively with,
other law school faculty who incorporate writing into their teacbing.92
Moreover, while discussions of teaching pedagogy are infrequent among
some Jaw school faculties, this type of discussion needs to take place if
Jaw schools are to move forward and better help students to meet the
demands of modern legal practice. So that students can take full
advantage of any writing opportunities, all professors, both legal writing
and non-legal writing faculty members, need to be familiar with the best

90. CARNEGIE REPORT, supra note 17, at 105.
91. Id. at 108.
92. The Author rooognizes that compf'!hensive reform may raquire a law school
ad.m.inistration to make significant changes, including reallocat.iog ruources and even
rethinking bow a law school will approach future teaching appointments. While not
cliJcuaoed in depth here, the Author acknowledges that in a legal institution ouch a change
would lake sipificanl time and require study, reporting, and piJumini.
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practices for guiding and providing feedback to students working on
legal writing assignments.
In tho long run, increased legal writing opportunities in the law school
curriculum will not ooly better prepare law students for practice, but
also better cngago students generally io the study of law. As such, law
schools will take a significant step toward bridging the gap between
theory and practice if they improve tho quantity and quality of legal
writing practice opportunities io their curricula.

A Increase Opportunities for Legal Writing Practice in the Law
Sclwol Curriculum
Over the past few decades, increased attention has been given to the
importance of legal writing opportunities in legal education. The ABA
now requires that all law schools provide a rigorous first-year and upperlevel writing requirement for students.• Many schools, however, have
allowed (or required) students to fulfill the upper-level requirement by
engaging in scholarly writing, and many do not require students to
engage in practical legal writing beyond their first year oflaw school...
While both forms of writing deepen the students' knowledge and
facilitate learning, more focus needs to be placed on practical legal
writing opportunities if law schools are to help students become more
prepared to meet the demands of the legal market. In addition to
improving a law student's technical writing skills, practical legal writing
has many additional educational benefits ifone considers the knowledge,
skills, and professional judgments that are required for successful
writing nod tho learning experiences attendant to tho writing process.
Practice-readiness eaonot be achieved through first-year legal writing
courses alone. As th011o who teach legal writing know well, students still
have much to learn when they complete their first-year legal writing
courses. Experienced legal writers often remark that the process of
improving one's writing is a continual one; writing ean always be
improved upon, and new assignments invoke new areu of the law and
present new ehallenges. It follows that first-year legal writing courses
can be expansive in scope as they seek to accomplish a number of
competing teaching goals, frequently resulting in a packed agenda. The
content of a first-year legal writing course extends well beyond technical
writing instruction, also focusing on legal analysis and reasoning, and,

93. ABA Sec:t.i<>n of Lecal Educ. and AdmiAion5 to tho Bar, ouprc note 2, at 19 (ot.atinc
in Slandard 302(aX8) tlult •a low tchoollhall require that each otU<t.nt ,..eive oubotantial
inotruction in: ... writinc in a lepl ClODie:d, ind.udinc ... at lout one additiooal ricoroul
writinc experienco al\er the fim year").
94. S.. .-n.,Jq L W1 SllltVEY 20.12, "'P"' note 31.
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frequently, research.
During the writing process, legal writing
professors often find it necessary to incorporate substantive law, legal
methods, legal process, procedure, statutory interpretation, and ethics
and professionalism into their courses in order to meet the needs of a
given problem. Many first-year legal writing courses incorporate a
variety of other legal skills as well, such as oral argument, client
counseling and interviewing, and even negotiation. Others require
students to create not only office memoranda and briefs, but also other
legal writing documents like client letters or negotiation documents.
Moreover, throughout the many stages of the writing process, legal
writing professors both engage their students and model their own
professional habits and methods of decision-making.
A first-year law school legal writing course is often year-long, with the
first semester focusing on objective writing and the second semester
focusing on adversarial writing. A typical course may require students
to produce drafts and rewrites of office memoranda, client letters,
pretrial briefs, and appellate briefs. While the number of major writing
assignments varies, it is challenging to have more than three or four
major writing assignments in a given semester. Thus, it is not
uncommon for a first-year law student to complete a handful of objective
memoranda and a few persuasive briefs in the first year oflaw school...
In a first-year legal writing course, students engage in increasingly
difficult legal problems, but they are exposed to a relatively small
number that may only reach a moderate level of complexity. To
facilitate the completion oflegal writing assignments and keep students
focused on the stated objectives, legal problems for writing assignments
are often carefully selected (to include issues with a legal or factual
conflict) and limited in scope (to one or two discrete issues). Particularly
in schools where students are not exposed to research during the first
semester, law students are provided with all or some of the relevant
legal authority for their legal writing assignments. Even where students
do their own research, the legal issues that should be addressed in the
writing assignment are often identified for the law students or agreed
upon by the class. During the writing process, for students to progress
on assignments, first-year law students necessarily work closely with
their professors, and often collaboratively with th.e ir peers on many
aspects of their legal analysis, including the content and organization of
legal discussions.
If law students' legal writing practice experience in law school is
limited to the first year, they not only miss out on the opportunity to

95. &. geMroU;y id.
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further develop this skill, but also to receive the many benefits of
engaging in tho writing process. Additional practical legal writing
opportunities during the second and third yean of law I!Cbool can
provide students with an opportunity to continue to perfect the types of
legal writing that they have already been introduced to and engage in
new types oflcgal writing in different practice contexts (such as drafting
contracts, negotiation documents, and pleadings). As students engage
in new legal problems, they will expand and deepen thei.r knowledge of
new areas of substantive law and aspects of legal practice as they
confront new writing challenges and professional choices. Drawing upon
their existing knowledge, students will reinforce what th.e y have already
learnod and have tho opportunity to apply their existing knowledge to
new and different assignments.
Exposure to more complex problems allows students to synthesize th;s
existing hue of knowledge as they work through a new legal problem.
For example, the preparation of a criminal appellate brief may cause
students to consider and bring together the law that they have been
taught in other courses (such as Criminal Law, Criminal Procedure,
Constitutional Law, Evidence, and Professional Responsibility). [n
subsequent legal writing practice, students will have significantly more
knowledge and experience to draw upon (from law school course work
and outside practice expe.riences), and can take on additional responsibilities, engaging in more complex problems with more challenging law and
facts. Students may explore new areas oflaw requiring other types of
authority (for example, complex statutes, regulations, administrative
law, and legislative history) and more advanced research. They may
also take on more responsibility with respect to identifying legal issues,
developing case theories and strategy, and crafnng legal arguments.
Along the way, law students will benefit from ob6erving and learning
from additional legal experts during the writing process.
Legal writing scholars have suggested a number of ways to bring more
legal writing practice into the law I!Cbool curriculum.• Regardless of
wheth.e r a law school increases the number and scope of its upper-level

86. &t Suaon J. HAnkin, BrilJ8i"'f Gaps and Blui'TUI(f Unto: lnU~~rolilllf Anolyas,
Wrili"'f, Doctrint, ond Theory, 17 L!:cAL WIUTWO 325, 328 (2011) (oxplainin& t.helegalwrilin( pr01ram ot t.ho Univ&raity of Mazyland School of Law, which int<(ratto legal
writing into t.bo law achool curriculum in two way~: integration at the faculty level by
having traditional casebook farulty teach local writ.ing cloooeo and lecal writing
profOAionala teach tnditionol casebook claueo, and inlecration ofwritinc wit.h doctrine);
IIU a/110 Bo....,y, '"""' nolo 57, at 66-71 (explaining bow profOAOn can int<(rate Iecal
wrilin( into ca10book c:Juorooms 'lrit.hout wriloini projedo); ~~ <l Lockwood, IUfNO
DOle 80, alloo.o7 (cleocribq the eiemonls of a writini___..u,..law«hookurriculum
PJ'Oil'UI and ito booelito for atudot>to).
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legal writing course offerings, incorporates more legal writing practice
opportunities into non-legal writing courses, or both, students will
greatly benefit from these additional opportunities to integrate theory
and practice through writing, particularly if they receive sufficient
guidance and feedback.
B.

Improue Upo11 Existilllf Legal Writing Practice Opportu11itiea

In the modern law school, many practical legal writing opportunities
take place outside of the legal writing classroom- in other law school
courses and clinics, externsbips, clerksbips, summer associate positions,
and extracurricular and ~cular activities, including writing and
moot court competitions. Many of today's law students, often motivated
by the competitive job market, seek out these additional practical legal
writing opportunities inside and outside of the law school. While
students have the benefit of acquiring additional opportunities to engage
in practical legal writing through externsbip placements and other
activities outside of the law school curriculum, tho value of these
opportunities is significantly diminished when students do not receive
appropriate assignments or sufficient guidance and feedback. Indeed,
these activities ore not always a good substitute for in-class legal writing
instruction.
Legal writing practice is most beneficial when students are engaged
fully in tho writing process-receiving sufficient guidance to work
through legal problems successfully, including an opportunity to dialogu.e
with a more experienced attorney during the writing process, and
receiving substantive feedback that addresses the writer's thinking and
professional choices. Students work best on writing assignments when
they work closely with supervising attorneys on select assignments, and
are not left to work independently and in isolation. Aa they work to gain
professional expertise, novice legal writers should be expected and
encouraged to ask questions and should receive the benefit of thoughtful
answers. If writing assignments are to facilitate learning, it is
imperative that we provide a learning environment where legal novices
are expected to havo some gaps in knowledge and more experienced
attorneys are willing and able to share the benefit of their expertise.
Unfortunately, this is not always the case as competing work demands
can make it difficult for supervising attorneys in practice to engage fully
with students. Moreover, extra-curricular and co-curricular activities
are more beneficial if they are well-supported by faculty.
When sufficient guidance and feedback is provided, legal writing can
be a useful learning tool that encourages law students to re11ect on their
professional judgments and consider the choices they will make in the
future. Law students are oft.en surprised. however, about the limited
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opportunities they find to receive critical feedback on their writing
outside of their legal writing classes and some clinical courses, and even
these experiences can vary. While some other non-legal writing upperlevel courses and co-curricular activities such as moot court can provide
excellent writing opportunities, the quality of these experiences is not
always consistent, and these opportunities are rarely available to all law
students." Moreover, especially where law students are working on
eases with real clients or in practi.ce, supervisors are often inclined to do
more editing than commenting on the drafts as the first priority is,
understandably, client representation.
Legal writing professors are well aware of the challenges of providing
good comments on student writing. Writing issues are often difficult to
diagnose, and meaningful comments that address more fundamental
problellUI can take significant time to prepare. The process of writing
the comments themselves can be time consuming as many legal writing
professors provide brief comments in the margins of the student's draft,
as well as a narrative summary prioritizing the issues that the writer
will need to address. In document margins, legal writing professors
often provide comm.e nts from the perspective of the reader, responding
to the document while acting in the role of the intended recipient of the
document and asking questions that are not answered by the text. ln
prioritizing issues for the writer, legal writing professors often take a
"triage" approach, focusing on big-picture issues first (for example,
organization and legal analysis) and ultimately working down to more
superficial errors once there are less comprehensive issues to address.•
Given the excellent learning opportunity that legal writing experiences
present when students are provided with appropriate guidance and
feedback, students will benefit great.ly if they can receive this instruction
from full-time legal writing professionals. Where this is not possible, law
schools should encourage all legal professionals who work with students
on their writing, whether inside or outside of the law echool, to adopt
best practices for instructing students on their legal writing. Legal
writing scholars have published a wealth of echolarly articles about how
to teach writing and give foodback effectively, and there are a number
of scholarly journals that focus specifically on legal writing teaching
pedagogy. National legal writing organizations, like the Legal Writing

9'7. Set ABA SeclioDofLopl Educ.IJ1d Admi•ions to the Bar, "'P"' not.e Z, at 20 ("A
law ocbool neod not acoommodat.e every student requeating enrollment in a particular
professional akilla course."); id. (tiiJ'be offering of live-client or rea1-life experiences may be
aa:ompU.hod through elJni<a or field placement.l. A law adlool neod not oll"er these
uperien<li!Oio every atudenl ... requ..ting emoUment .•. ,").
98. Set f'J'UCUy ilanMU, ""P'O note 81. at664-66.
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Institute, also provide significant support to legal-writing teachers and
provide a wealth of additional resources and publications. 99 Indeed,
there are several published articles that are directed to practitioners and
non-legal writing professors (such as casebook faculty, externship
supervising attorneys, and so forth). 100 Moreover, in this and other
contexts where non-legal writing faculty teach writing to students, for
students to receive the greatest benefit, law schools should, of course,
have designated full-time legal writing faculty available to act as
resources for these other professors.
CONCLUSION

While legal writing is often acknowledged as a fundamental skill for
lawyers, law schools have not taken full advantage of the link between
the writing process and the acquisition of knowledge of the law and
attorney development. Without sufficient opportunities to write their
way into deeper understanding, dialogue with experienced practitioners
about discrete legal issues, or receive meaningful feedback, law students
and new attorneys miss real opportunities to become more practiceready. Ifwe recognize and take advantage of the many benefits of guided
legal writing practice and feedback, we are taking a substantial step in
the right direction of bridging the gap between legal education and
practice.
One of the greatest impediments to increasing legal writing practice
in the law school curriculum is the existing attitudes about practical
skills training and legal writing teaching in law school. Before any
change can occur, it will be important for law schools to adopt a new
attitude about legal practice and specifically legal writing teaching.
While there are a number of impediments to this change, 101 one of the

99. Su THE LEGAL WRITING INS1'l'l'lffll, www.lwionline.ora (last visited Oct. 6, 2013).
100. See, e.g., James Kent Gionfriddo ot aL, A MetJwcW/Qgy for Menwring Writing in
U.w PracUce: Uoing TextuaJ Clues to Prouilk Effectiue and Effu;~nt Feedba<~. 27
QUINN1PIAC L. REv. 171,172 (2009); Joel F. Ronning & Mindy A Friedler, Training Senior
U.wyers to Be Betkr Trainers, 19 LAw PRAC. MGMT. 60 (1993); Rodriguez, oupra note 74.
101. See Morrissey, oupro note 79, at 259 (2006) (observiDg that law scltools' incn!ased
employment oflegal writing professors bat for<ed "law scltool budgets to include a creator
salary aUocation to them.'' resulting in an increase :in the overall expenaes of schools'
operations deopite the "enhanoed pedagogical experience for the students"~ Rideout &
Ramofield, tupra note 59, at 47 (1994) (explaining that t<actitionaliats visw writing

instructors as anti-intellectuals and seek to exclude writing instructors from the aeademy);
Graham C. Lily, U.w &haol$ Without U.wyors1 Wind8 of Change in L<gaJ Educ<llion, 81
VA. L. RBV. 1421. 1455 (1995) (explaining that the relatively small number of writing
instructors in law schools impedes the impact that. these instructors can have on the
appointment of faculty and the governan<e of the law scltool).
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most significant is the misconception that the learning of practical skills
must be !Mlpnrnte and distinct. &om theoretical learning in the lnw school
curriculum.111 Indeed, the inlegnltion of practical skills and legal
theory is beneficial to the learning of both. Not only can knowledge of
theory assist in practice, but also practice experiences can deepen one's
understanding of the law. Legal theory and doctrine is onen bettor
understood if it is considered not only in the abstract, but also in the
context of a legal problem. However, we need not imagine what the
result will be if law is taught without meaningful practical application,
as teaching in law schools too often occurs in just this manner-with
teaching focusing largely on the learning of legal rules and too infrequently engaging students in meaningful assignments that require them
to apply this knowledge in a practice context.
While law schools cannot introduce students to every challenge they
will face in legal practice, law schools can, and sbould, better prepare
law studcnts for practice by establishing more opportunities for students
to integrate theory and practice in meaningful ways and to learn
processes for acquiring new knowledge. Moreover, these opportunities
should mimic practice and afford students the opportunity to engage in
activities in which attorneys rngularly engage. These opportunities
sbould take into consideration the complexity and breadth of legal
problems attorneys confront in practice and the methods that practicing
attorneys employ to address them successfully. If Jaw schools consider
legal writing for what it is, a unique opportunity for students to not only
improve their writing but also build practice competence, it is easy to see
how further legal writing practice can help bridge the existing gap
between legal education and practice by providing these opportunities.

102. SH pnuoUy Dauphinaia, oopro oote 57 (clilcuoJinc impedimenlo to lepl writ.inf
prof......alo and pr1lCnUIUI pininc hiCber .Uiuo and ~in tbo Jocal --,.~

